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Noisy	Channel

extra	parameters	to	tune,	can	tune	to
optimize	BLEU	(or	whatever	metric	you	want)

assumes	we	have	the	right	model,	and	that	we	estimate	it	perfectly

“tuning”
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since	we’re	not	using	idealized	decoding	rule	anymore,
why	not	add	more	feature	functions?

“word	count	feature”:

but	if	we	keep	adding	features,	tuning	gets	harder…

“reverse	translation	model	feature”:
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generalize	to	a	linear	model
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generalize	to	a	linear	model

“feature
weights”

“feature
functions”



Noisy	Channel	à Linear	Model
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generalize	to	a	linear	model

“feature weight	vector” “feature	function	vector”

we	will	write	it	like	this:



Log-Linear	Models
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if	you	want	a	probability	distribution	over	translations	
of	a	given	source	sentence,	exponentiateand	normalize:



Log-Linear	Models
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this	is	a	(conditional)	“log-linear”	model

if	you	want	a	probability	distribution	over	translations	
of	a	given	source	sentence,	exponentiateand	normalize:
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feature
weight
vector

feature
function
vector

source
sentence

translation
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feature
weight
vector

feature
function
vector

“derivation”
source
sentence

translation
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feature
weight
vector

feature
function
vector

“derivation”
source
sentence

translationcould	be	a	phrase-based	derivation,	
operation	sequence	model	derivation,	
hierarchical	or	syntax-based	derivation,	

word	alignments,	etc.
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feature
weight
vector

feature
function
vector

“derivation”
source
sentence

translationWe	won’t	talk	much	more	about	
derivations	in	this	lecture,	but	
they’re	(almost)	always	there



Overview
This	lecture	is	about	algorithms	for	choosing	the	
feature	weights

Since	we	have	a	linear	model,	we	can	use	
supervised	machine	learning

But	MT	differs	from	typical	supervised	tasks	(as	
we’ll	see),	so	MT	training	procedures	differ	too
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We’ll	start	with	a	way	to	visualize	training	
for	machine	translation
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African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe

which	translation	
will	be	predicted?
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African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

opposition	 to	sanctions	against	
Zimbabwe	African	National	Congress

predicted	translation

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe



model score

BLEU
score
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African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

opposition	 to	sanctions	against	
Zimbabwe	African	National	Congress

predicted	translation

African	National	Congress	opposition	
sanctions	against	Zimbabwe

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe



model score

BLEU
score

African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

opposition	 to	sanctions	against	
Zimbabwe	African	National	Congress

predicted	translation

African	sanctioning	 to
Zimbabwe’s	opposing

African	National	Congress	opposition	
sanctions	against	Zimbabwe

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe
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Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe
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Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	
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training	moves	
translations	in	

this	plot
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BLEU
score

African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe

training	moves	
translations	left	or	
right	in	this	plot



African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

model score

BLEU
score

“ideal”	model?

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe
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African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe



model score

BLEU
score

African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

Where’s	the	reference	
(gold	standard)	
translation?

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe



model score

BLEU
score

African
National
Congress opposition sanction Zimbabwe

非国大 反对 制裁 津巴布韦

Issue:
gold	standard	translation	is	often

unreachable by	the	model

Gold	standard:
African	National	Congress	opposes	

sanctions	against	Zimbabwe

Why?
limited	translation	rules,

free	translations,	
noisy	data
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BLEU

model	score
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BLEU

model	score

each	point	is	a	translation	
for	a	single	Arabic	sentence

10,000-best	list	from	Arabic-English
phrase-based	Moses	system,	

default	Moses	weights
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BLEU

model	score

1-best:
46	BLEU
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BLEU

model	score

Why	are	there	horizontal	“bands”?
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BLEU

model	score

same	translation	with
different	derivations,

different	translations	
with	same	BLEU

Why	are	there	horizontal	“bands”?



Roadmap
n We’ll	cover	some	of	the	most	widely-used	
discriminative	training	algorithms	for	MT:
¨Minimum	Error	Rate	Training*
¨Minimum	Bayes	Risk
¨Pairwise	Ranking	Optimization*
¨Batch	MIRA*
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*	implemented	in	Moses!
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2003:
MERT



Minimum	Error	Rate	Training	(MERT)
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Minimum	Error	Rate	Training	(MERT)
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optimizing	this	objective	is	intractable	in	
general	– how	can	we	do	it?

generate	k-best	lists	of	translations,	
approximately	optimize	on	k-best	lists,		

repeat	with	new	parameters
(pool	k-best	lists	across	iterates)



MERT
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given	a	k-best	list,

randomly	choose	a	feature	(e.g.,	reverse	translation	
model)	and	vary	a	step	size				:	�

find	value	of					that	maximizes	BLEU�



vary	a	scalar	multiplier				:

MERT
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more	generally,
randomly	choose	a	“search	direction”						and 

�



vary	a	scalar	multiplier				:

MERT
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randomly	choose	a	“search	direction”						and 

�

single-feature	special	case:	let					be	a	“one-hot”	vector	
(all	zeroes	except	a	single	1)

for	the	reverse	translation	model	feature	one-hot	vector					
,	this	becomes:

 

more	generally,

 



MERT
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model
score

multiplier �

credit:	Chris	Dyer



MERT
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model
score

multiplier �

each	line	is	a	translation	
from	the	k-best	list:

credit:	Chris	Dyer



MERT
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model
score

multiplier �

as	we	vary				,	the	model	score	
of	the	translation	changes

�

credit:	Chris	Dyer



MERT
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model
score

each	line	is	a	translation	
from	the	k-best	list:

multiplier �African	sanctioning	 to
Zimbabwe’s	opposing

credit:	Chris	Dyer



MERT
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model
score

multiplier �

credit:	Chris	Dyer



MERT
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model
score

hy⇤
17,h

⇤
17i

hy⇤
4 ,h

⇤
4i

hy⇤
38,h

⇤
38i

multiplier �

credit:	Chris	Dyer
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model
score

hy⇤
17,h

⇤
17i

hy⇤
4 ,h

⇤
4i

hy⇤
38,h

⇤
38i

multiplier �

credit:	Chris	Dyer
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model
score

hy⇤
17,h

⇤
17i

hy⇤
4 ,h

⇤
4i

hy⇤
38,h

⇤
38i

multiplier �

error

compute	error	
(negative	BLEU)	for	
each	translation

credit:	Chris	Dyer
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model
score

multiplier �
error

repeat	for	each	sentence,	
add	to	“error	surface”:

credit:	Chris	Dyer
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model
score

multiplier �
error

repeat	for	each	sentence,	
add	to	error	surface:

credit:	Chris	Dyer
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multiplier �

error

�⇤

credit:	Chris	Dyer
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multiplier �

error

�⇤

✓new = ✓ + �⇤ 

credit:	Chris	Dyer



Error	Surface	(Smith	and	Eisner,	2006)
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Figure 1: The loss surface for a machine translation sys-
tem: while other parameters are held constant, we vary the
weights on the distortion and word penalty features. Note the
piecewise constant regions with several local maxima.

some other model; or only a random sample of
size Ki.) Each analysis has a vector of real-valued
features (i.e., factors, or experts) denoted fi,k. The
score of the analysis yi,k is ✓ · fi,k, the dot prod-
uct of its features with a parameter vector ✓. For
each sentence, we obtain a normalized probability
distribution over the Ki analyses as

p✓(yi,k | xi) =

exp ✓ · fi,kPKi
k0=1 exp ✓ · fi,k0

(1)

We wish to adjust this model’s parameters ✓
to minimize the severity of the errors we make
when using it to choose among analyses. A loss
function Ly⇤

(y) assesses a penalty for choosing
y when y⇤ is correct. We will usually write this
simply as L(y) since y⇤ is fixed and clear from
context. For clearer exposition, we assume below
that the total loss over some test corpus is the sum
of the losses on individual sentences, although we
will revisit that assumption in §5.

2.1 Minimizing Loss or Expected Loss
One training criterion directly mimics test condi-
tions. It looks at the loss incurred if we choose the
best analysis of each xi according to the model:

min

✓

X

i

L(argmax

yi

p✓(yi | xi)) (2)

Since small changes in ✓ either do not change
the best analysis or else push a different analy-
sis to the top, this objective function is piecewise

constant, hence not amenable to gradient descent.
Och (2003) observed, however, that the piecewise-
constant property could be exploited to character-
ize the function exhaustively along any line in pa-
rameter space, and hence to minimize it globally
along that line. By calling this global line mini-
mization as a subroutine of multidimensional opti-
mization, he was able to minimize (2) well enough
to improve over likelihood maximization for train-
ing factored machine translation systems.

Instead of considering only the best hypothesis
for any ✓, we can minimize risk, i.e., the expected
loss under p✓ across all analyses yi:

min

✓
Ep✓L(yi,k)

def
= min

✓

X

i

X

k

L(yi,k)p✓(yi,k | xi)

(3)
This “smoothed” objective is now continuous and
differentiable. However, it no longer exactly mim-
ics test conditions, and it typically remains non-
convex, so that gradient descent is still not guaran-
teed to find a global minimum. Och (2003) found
that such smoothing during training “gives almost
identical results” on translation metrics.

The simplest possible loss function is 0/1 loss,
where L(y) is 0 if y is the true analysis y⇤i and
1 otherwise. This loss function does not at-
tempt to give partial credit. Even in this sim-
ple case, assuming P 6= NP, there exists no gen-
eral polynomial-time algorithm for even approx-
imating (2) to within any constant factor, even
for Ki = 2 (Hoffgen et al., 1995, from Theo-
rem 4.10.4).1 The same is true for for (3), since
for Ki = 2 it can be easily shown that the min 0/1
risk is between 50% and 100% of the min 0/1 loss.

2.2 Maximizing Likelihood
Rather than minimizing a loss function suited to
the task, many systems (especially for language
modeling) choose simply to maximize the prob-
ability of the gold standard. The log of this likeli-
hood is a convex function of the parameters ✓:

max

✓

X

i

log p✓(y
⇤
i | xi) (4)

where y⇤i is the true analysis of sentence xi. The
only wrinkle is that p✓(y

⇤
i | xi) may be left unde-

fined by equation (1) if y⇤i is not in our set of Ki

hypotheses. When maximizing likelihood, there-
fore, we will replace y⇤i with the min-loss analy-
sis in the hypothesis set; if multiple analyses tie

1Known algorithms are exponential but only in the dimen-
sionality of the feature space (Johnson and Preparata, 1978).
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BLEU

model	score
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BLEU

model	score

10,000-best	list,	
default	Moses	weights

1-best:
28	BLEU
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BLEU

model	score

same	sentence,
10,000-best	list
after	MERT

1-best:
34	BLEU
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BLEU

model	score

another	sentence,
default	Moses	weights

1-best:
46	BLEU
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BLEU

model	score

same	sentence,
after	MERT

1-best:
62	BLEU
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BLEU

model	score

same	sentence,
after	MERT

1-best:
62	BLEUMERT	is	implemented	in	Moses:

mert-moses.pl



Problems	with	the	MERT	objective	function?
Discontinuous	&	non-convex	→ optimization	relies	on	
randomized	search
No	regularization	→ frequently	overfits to	tuning	set

As	a	result,	MERT	is	only	effective	for	very	small	
models	(<40	parameters)
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Smoothing	the	Objective
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first,	convert	to	sentence-level	objective:

then,	smooth	using	expectation	under	
log-linear	distribution:

alpha	=	“smoothness	factor”



Smoothing	the	Objective
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first,	convert	to	sentence-level	objective:

then,	smooth	using	expectation	under	
log-linear	distribution:

alpha	=	“smoothness	factor”

This	is	often	
called	“risk”	or	
“Bayes	risk”



Smoothing	Error	Surfaces	(Och,	2003)
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Figure 1: Shape of error count and smoothed error count for two different model parameters. These curves
have been computed on the development corpus (see Section 7, Table 1) using alternatives per source
sentence. The smoothed error count has been computed with a smoothing parameter .

and try to find a better scoring point in the param-
eter space by making a one-dimensional line min-
imization along the directions given by optimizing
one parameter while keeping all other parameters
fixed. To avoid finding a poor local optimum, we
start from different initial parameter values. A major
problem with the standard approach is the fact that
grid-based line optimization is hard to adjust such
that both good performance and efficient search are
guaranteed. If a fine-grained grid is used then the
algorithm is slow. If a large grid is used then the
optimal solution might be missed.

In the following, we describe a new algorithm for
efficient line optimization of the unsmoothed error
count (Eq. 5) using a log-linear model (Eq. 3) which
is guaranteed to find the optimal solution. The new
algorithm is much faster and more stable than the
grid-based line optimization method.

Computing the most probable sentence out of a
set of candidate translation (see
Eq. 6) along a line with parameter
results in an optimization problem of the following

functional form:

(8)

Here, and are constants with respect to .
Hence, every candidate translation in corresponds
to a line. The function

(9)

is piecewise linear (Papineni, 1999). This allows us
to compute an efficient exhaustive representation of
that function.
In the following, we sketch the new algorithm

to optimize Eq. 5: We compute the ordered se-
quence of linear intervals constituting for ev-
ery sentence together with the incremental change
in error count from the previous to the next inter-
val. Hence, we obtain for every sentence a se-
quence which denote the
interval boundaries and a corresponding sequence
for the change in error count involved at the corre-
sponding interval boundary .
Here, denotes the change in the error count at



Many	other	researchers	tried	to	improve	MERT:
Regularization	and	Search	for	MERT (Cer et	al.,	2008)
Random	Restarts	in	MERT	for	MT	(Moore	&	Quirk,	2008)
Stabilizing	MERT (Foster	&	Kuhn,	2009)

Issues	remain:
Better	Hypothesis	Testing	for	Statistical	MT:	Controlling	for	
Optimizer	Instability	(Clark	et	al.,	2011)

They	suggest	running	MERT	3-5	times	due	to	its	
instability
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model score

BLEU
score
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Pairwise	Ranking	Optimization
(Hopkins	&	May,	2011)

- generate	k-best	lists
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Pairwise	Ranking	Optimization
(Hopkins	&	May,	2011)

- generate	k-best	lists
- sample	translation	pairs	
from	k-best	list



model score

BLEU
score
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Pairwise	Ranking	Optimization
(Hopkins	&	May,	2011)

- generate	k-best	lists
- sample	translation	pairs	
from	k-best	list

- train	a	binary	classifier	to	
make	the	pairs’	model	
score	difference	have	
same	sign	as	the	BLEU	
difference



model score

BLEU
score
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Pairwise	Ranking	Optimization
(Hopkins	&	May,	2011)

- generate	k-best	lists
- sample	translation	pairs	
from	k-best	list

- train	a	binary	classifier	to	
make	the	pairs’	model	
score	difference	match	
the	BLEU	difference

implemented	in	Moses:
mert-moses.pl --pairwise-ranked
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How	about	standard	machine	learning	algorithms	
for	structured	prediction?



model score

BLEU
score
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Structured	Perceptron?
(Collins,	2002)
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Structured	Perceptron
(Collins,	2002)

reference

model	prediction
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Structured	Perceptron	for	MT?
(Collins,	2002)

reference

model	prediction
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k-Best	Perceptron	for	MT
(Liang	et	al.,	2006)

model	prediction
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k-Best	Perceptron	for	MT
(Liang	et	al.,	2006)

model	prediction



model score

BLEU
score
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translation	on	k-best	list	
with	highest	BLEU

model	prediction

k-Best	Perceptron	for	MT
(Liang	et	al.,	2006)
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BLEU
score
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“Hope-Fear”	MIRA
(Chiang	et	al.,	2008;	2009;	Cherry	&	Foster,	2012;	Chiang,	2012)

“hope”		translation

“fear”		translation



model score

BLEU
score
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“Hope-Fear”	MIRA
(Chiang	et	al.,	2008;	2009;	Cherry	&	Foster,	2012;	Chiang,	2012)

“hope”		translation

“fear”		translation



model score

BLEU
score
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“Hope-Fear”	MIRA
(Chiang	et	al.,	2008;	2009;	Cherry	&	Foster,	2012;	Chiang,	2012)

“hope”		translation

“fear”		translation

implemented	in	Moses:
mert-moses.pl --batch-mira



MT	Experiments
(Gimpel,	2012)
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Moses Hiero
%BLEU %BLEU

MERT 35.9 37.0
PRO 35.9 36.9
Bayes	Risk 35.6 36.4
Fear	MIRA 34.9 34.2
Hope	MIRA 35.2 36.0
Hope-Fear	MIRA 35.7 37.0

averages	over	8 test	sets	across	3	language	pairs



Questions?
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2002:
conditional	log-likelihood
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2002:
conditional	log-likelihood



model score

BLEU
score

Hinge	Loss
gold	standard

cost-augmented	prediction


